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Abstract— This paper introduces the use of improved ID3 

algorithm of decision tree and I have used Havrda and 

Charvat Entropy instead of Shannon Entropy. This Decision 

Tree helps in taking the better decision to analyze the data. 

By computing information we set particular property from 

taken data as root of tree, also sub-root by repeating the 

process to finally build the most optimized tree. Also this 

paper proves that how the Havrda and Charvat entropy is 

better than Shannon entropy.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Very simply, ID3 builds a decision tree using information 

gain to help it decide which attribute goes into a decision 

node. It then selects the attribute which has the smallest 

entropy (or largest information gain) value to create decision 

tree. In ID3 Algorithm, every attribute has the binary value 

domain (i.e. positive or negative). But in improved ID3 it is 

also possible that we have some specific attributes that have 

multiple valued domain (i.e. high, medium, low, etc.). ID3 

was used only for the balanced datasets but this can be used 

for imbalanced datasets too(10% positive class and the rest 

90% negative class). 

II. EASE OF USE 

A. Reasons to choose Havrda and Charvat Entropy 

The results obtained from Shannon Entropy makes the      

decision making process time consuming and complex as 

we have to elaborate all the attributes with complex and 

lengthy calculations till we get the final decision tree. 

B. Definition and Role of Havrda and Charvat Entropy  

Havrda and Charvat gave the entropy measure by formula 

shown under 

 

III. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

I have taken an example on the basis of prediction if a 

person buys a computer or not: 

 

The attribute having highest information gain will 

be considered as the root node. In this case, 

 I (age) = -1.26                                     

 I (income) = -2.04 

 I (student) = -3.44  

 I (credit-rating) = -2.1  

 
Now, for first sub-root:  

Entropy and info gain for all instances of youth 

class to get  the highest one. 

 
I (income) = 1.63                          

I (student) = 1.99 

I (credit-rating) = 0.61 

 
Now, for second sub-root: 

Entropy and info gain for all instances of middle-

aged class to get the highest one. 

 
I (income) = 1.97 

I (credit-rating) = 1.52 
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Now, for third sub-root: 

Entropy and info gain for all instances of senior 

class to  get the  highest one. 

 
I (credit-rating) = 0.88 

And the final decision tree is given as 

 

IV. SHANNON ENTROPY 

In case of this entropy, it makes the decision tree process 

time consuming and complex as each of the attribute with 

entropy and information gain is elaborated till final decision 

tree. 

Entropy(S) =∑- p(x) log p(x) 

G(D, S) = H(D) - ∑P(Di)H(Di) 

The attribute having highest entropy & information gain will 

be considered as the root node.  

E (age)=0.79                  I (age) = 0.54                                         

E (income)=0.78            I (income) = 0.52 

E (student)=0.6              I (student) = 0.3 

E (credit-rating)=0.56   I (credit-rating) =0.32 

 
Now, for first sub-root:  

`Entropy and info gain for all instances of youth 

class to get the highest one. 

 
E (income) = 0.76 

E (student) = 0.56 

E (credit-rating) = 0.56 

I (income) = 0.49 

I (student) = 0.28 

I (credit-rating) = 0.28 

 
Now, for second sub-root: 

Entropy and info gain for all instances of middle-

aged class to get the  highest one. 

 
E (student) = 0.84 

E (credit-rating) = 0.6 

I (student) = 0.3 

I (credit-rating) = 0.3 
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Now, for third sub-root: 

Entropy and info gain for all instances of senior 

class to get the highest one. 

 
E (credit-rating) = 0.56 

I (credit-rating) = 0.28 

V. RESULTS 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, I have worked on Improved ID3 algorithm 

And also proved that Havrda n Charvat entropy is better 

than Shannon entropy. In this research, the value of alpha 

(α) has been put as 0.25, but for further research I can take 

varying value of alpha (α) which may give different trees. 

But, it has been observed that in case of α = 2, 3, 4 the tree 

turned out to be different with more number of leaf and high 

complexities. Further the implementation will be there with 

a particular implementation  tool and with different entropy. 
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